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Refined & Generous
For more than a decade, Oliveri Petite stainless steel sinks have set the
standard in Australia for style and functionality that others have since strived 
to follow. With today’s large living areas has come a demand for even more 
generous capacity as well as refi nements to appearance. Looking to the 
future, the designers at Oliveri have crafted a new range of sinks worthy to 
continue Petite’s heritage and meet the needs of the modern household.



Introducing Nu-Petite.

NP612 shown with MG513 Mixer Tap as an optional extra.



Included
Accessories
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Inset  An Australian Classic

Inset sinks featuring a hygienic drainer and two bowls are a favourite in Australia. 
Nu-Petite combines clean square lines and round curves into an effi cient, refi ned 
drainer design for ample drying and defrosting space. The generous main bowl is 
paired with a choice of functional secondary bowls and each sink includes Oliveri’s
custom accessories to ensure that there’s a Nu-Petite just right for your kitchen.

Drainer
Refi ned drainer is both attractive and effective.

Bowl
Generous 30 litres main bowl capacity.

5 side bowl
Clever design locates tap within the sink.

AC14
Basket Waste

AC63
Stainless Steel Utility 
Tray (NP615/6, NP663)

AC62
‘D’ Colander

AC65
5 Side Timber 
Preparation Board



Features
Accessory Lip
This ingenious feature
holds the custom
designed accessories
securely in place to 
make your Oliveri more 
than just a sink.

NP601

NP602

NP671

NP611

NP672

NP612

NP653

NP693

Basket Waste
No more lost plugs. 
Push down to seal, 
pull up to drain and 
strain then remove to
empty. Nu-Petite is 
supplied standard 
with basket wastes.

Optional
Accessories

AC61
Stainless Steel
Drainer Basket

AC63
Stainless Steel
Utility Tray

18/10 Stainless Steel
Oliveri sinks are manu-
factured from genuine
18/10, 304 grade stainless
steel, for optimum 
hygiene and durability.

Tap Provision
Oliveri designers have 
even included a provision
for fi tting an additional 
accessory such as a 
fi ltered water tap or
soap dispenser. 
(NP671/2, NP653)

Oliveri Logo
The Oliveri signature 
represents 60 years of
world class sinkware 
manufacture in Australia.
If it’s not an Oliveri,
it’s a compromise.

NP671 shown with PS113 Mixer Tap as an optional extra.

Rear Outlets
Oliveri designers
have placed the drain 
outlets towards the
rear of the bowl to 
give you the maximum
amount of useable 
space below the sink.

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW



Included
Accessories
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Compact   Intelligent use of space

You don’t need a large kitchen to enjoy a generous-sized sink. These compact
inset models all feature Nu-Petite’s 30 litre main bowl to accommodate large
dishes and platters with ease but they take up only minimal bench space. Ideal 
for highly effi cient kitchens, they can also transform into food preparation
work stations when using Nu-Petite’s clever custom accessories.

Drainer
Refi ned drainer is both attractive and effective.

Bowl
Generous 30 litres main bowl capacity.

AC14
Basket Waste

AC63
Stainless Steel Utility 
Tray (NP615/6, NP663)

AC62
‘D’ Colander

AC65
5 Side Timber 
Preparation Board

5 side bowl
Clever design locates tap within the sink.



Features

NP621

NP622

NP615

NP616

NP663

Basket Waste
No more lost plugs. 
Push down to seal, 
pull up to drain and 
strain then remove to
empty. Nu-Petite is 
supplied standard 
with basket wastes.

Optional
Accessories

AC61
Stainless Steel
Drainer Basket

18/10 Stainless Steel
Oliveri sinks are manu-
factured from genuine
18/10, 304 grade stainless
steel, for optimum 
hygiene and durability.

NP616 shown with MV617/6 Mixer Tap as an optional extra.

Accessory Lip
This ingenious feature
holds the custom
designed accessories
securely in place to 
make your Oliveri more 
than just a sink.

AC63
Stainless Steel Utility
Tray (NP621/2)

Rear Outlets
Oliveri designers
have placed the drain 
outlets towards the
rear of the bowl to 
give you the maximum
amount of useable 
space below the sink.

Oliveri Logo
The Oliveri signature 
represents 60 years of
world class sinkware 
manufacture in Australia.
If it’s not an Oliveri,
it’s a compromise.

NEW
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AC63 Stainless Steel Utility Tray
Extends the versatility of your Nu-Petite.

Accessory Lip
Suits Oliveri’s custom designed accessories.

AC14
Basket Waste

Included
Accessories

If you long for the seamless look of a solid surface, you’ll fi nd Nu-Petite’s 
undermount sink range irresistible. Crisp, square and deep - their modern 
design and generous capacity will complete your kitchen without 
compromise. Crafted with exceptional quality from hygienic stainless steel, 
these refi ned beauties will make your solid benchtop simply brilliant.

AC63
Stainless Steel Utility Tray
(NP60U/61U/62U/63U)

AC62
‘D’ Colander
(NP60U/61U/62U/63U)

Undermount  Style for the solid surface

AC65
5 Side Timber 
Preparation Board

5 side bowl
Clever design locates tap within the sink.



Bridge
The bowls of Nu-Petite’s 
undermount sinks are 
joined by a solid 
supporting bridge.
This means there are 
no weak areas between 
the bowls.

Rear Outlets
Oliveri designers
have placed the drain 
outlets towards the
rear of the bowl to 
give you the maximum
amount of useable 
space below the sink.

18/10 Stainless Steel
Oliveri sinks are manu-
factured from genuine
18/10, 304 grade stainless
steel, for optimum 
hygiene and durability.

NP63U shown with MV617/6 Mixer Tap as an optional extra.

Optional
Accessories

Features

AC61
Stainless Steel Drainer
Basket (NP Sinks)

Extra Wide 
Bench Top (NP60U)
Size does make a
difference. The twin 
main bowl NP60U 
requires a wide
(720mm) bench top to
allow for the mixer tap.

AC15
Timber Preparation 
Board (PE350U)

AC18
‘D’ Colander (PE350U)

AC03
Stainless Steel Drainer
Basket (PE350U)

Basket Waste
No more lost plugs. 
Push down to seal, 
pull up to drain and 
strain then remove to
empty. Nu-Petite is 
supplied standard 
with basket wastes.

NP60U

NP63U

NP61U

NP62U

NP650U

NP650U with PE350U

NP650U with MO455U and MO460U

Oliveri Logo
The Oliveri signature 
represents 60 years of
world class sinkware 
manufacture in Australia.
If it’s not an Oliveri,
it’s a compromise.

NEW



MV617/6 extendable
spray head mixer

From washing vegetables to fi lling
large pots, the Oliveri MV617/6 is
a kitchen essential. This European
made mixer tap features an
extendable shower head that 
delivers either spray or stream at the
fl ick of a button. It also includes a 
clever ‘soft opening’ device which 
reduces splashes. Like all Oliveri
tapware, it is of the highest quality,
elegant in design and functional,
sourced from one of the world’s 
fi nest manufacturers.

Tapware   The perfect partners

PS113/1 single lever sink mixer
This timeless design incorporates a generous reach swivelling 
spout with a handle that is smooth and light to operate as
well as being easy to keep clean. Finished in bright chrome,
this European-made mixer tap is very much at home on any
Oliveri sink. The subtle Oliveri signature on the control handle
is your sign of quality.

Oliveri Tapware is only available from selected outlets 
and is suitable for mains pressure water systems.

MG513 mixer tap with gooseneck spout
This tall, elegant mixer tap has smooth curves to accompany
the modern design of the larger Oliveri sinks. A generous 
spout height allows plenty of room to get the biggest
roasting dish underneath, while the simple one-touch control 
lever responds instantly to your command. This European-
made beauty will further enhance the fi nest Oliveri sinks.
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Oliveri tapware has been selected from the world’s fi nest manufacturers.
In order to wear the Oliveri signature it must be of the highest quality, elegant 
in design and functional. The taps are carefully chosen to complement the 
clean lines of your Oliveri sink while performing with the utmost reliability when 
connected to a variety of hot and cold water systems.

WELS 3 star water effi ciency rating
9.0 litres per minute

WELS 3 star water effi ciency rating
9.0 litres per minute

WELS 3 star water effi ciency rating
9.0 litres per minute

Oliveri mixer taps are WELS compliant



Cut Out Sizes
Sink Model Cut Out Size (mm) Shipping Weight (kg)

Inset
NP601, NP602 1060 x 480 7.0
NP611, NP612 1130 x 480 9.0
NP671, NP672 1230 x 480 13.5
NP653 1530 x 480 14.5
NP693 1105 x 480 13.0

Compact
NP615, NP616 755 x 480 7.0
NP621, NP622 805 x 480 6.0
NP663 855 x 480 12.0

Undermount
NP60U Template supplied in carton 7.0
NP61U, NP62U Template supplied in carton 6.0
NP650U Template supplied in carton 3.0
PE350U, MO455U, MO460U Template supplied in carton 3.0
NP63U Template supplied in carton 12.0
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Oliveri   Specifications & dimensions

Wide Bench Tops
Minimum 720mm bench top 
required for installation.

881

506

4379543

875

500

4079540

Inset Compact

NP621

NP615

NP616

NP663

Undermount

NP60U

NP63U

NP61U

NP62U

NP601

NP612

NP671

NP672

NP653

NP693

NP602

NP611

NP622

NP650U

PE350U

¾ Bowl  
280 x 350 x 130mm deep
11 Litre Capacity

Large Capacity Bowl 
330 x 400 x 180mm deep
21 Litre Capacity

5 sided bowl
380 x 420 x 200mm deep
28 Litre Capacity

½ Bowl 
215 x 350 x 130mm deep
9 Litre Capacity

Generous Bowl
380 x 420 x 200mm deep
30 Litre Capacity

MO455U

MO460U

NEW NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

Selected Oliveri accessories, tapware 
and other products are sourced from 
international suppliers. They are designed
and manufactured to Oliveri’s specifi cations 
and quality standards.



Available from

A division of Fletcher Building

® Registered trademark of Tasman Sinkware. Under
its policy of ongoing product development Tasman
Sinkware may from time to time change product
specifi cation without notice. WARNING: Products in
this brochure and all literature pertaining to, are subject
to Intellectual Property Protection. All dimensions
given are approximate and should be checked 
prior to installation. Product colour reproduction 
is as near to actual as printing methods allow.
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Individually 
Inspected
Each Oliveri sink is individually inspected 
for quality of construction and fi nish.

Raw materials are sourced worldwide,
and must satisfy the highest standards 
before being accepted into the
manufacturing process.

Tasman Sinkware currently produce 
their sinks and tubs to “world standard”
best practice. The company is
Quality Endorsed and all products 
re manufactured to Standard ISO ar
001-2000, your guarantee of quality.90

urrent designs refl ect the most C
modern and innovative styles andm
re crafted to suit even the most ar
iscerning homeowner.di

Look for the brand 
with the blue dot

World Class 
Manufacturing
Over the years, the Oliveri signature has earned
it’s reputation as a mark of excellence in design,
function and durability. Overseas markets
have also been impressed by the quality and
innovative accessories that complement every 
Oliveri sink. Export sales continue to grow,
further establishing Oliveri as one of the world’s
best stainless steel sinks.

The company began life as a general,
domestic and metal fabricator in 1948.
The founders pioneered the deep drawing 
technology in Australia, creating seamless, 
deep drawn stainless steel bowls.

Tasman Sinkware will continue to develop
designs and styles suitable for any application
where the highest standards are demanded.

Care &
Maintenance
Oliveri sinks are manufactured from genuine
18/10, 304 grade stainless steel, for optimum
hygiene and durability. However, no stainless
steel sink was ever designed to do battle
against hardened metal utensils or food 
processor blades, without incurring at least a 
few scratches. 

The best prevention against scratching
is to exercise a little extra care, or even
to use one of Oliveri’s accessory baskets 
when washing cutlery and the like.

To maintain the shine on your Oliveri sink, 
regular maintenance is recommended with 
any of the easy to obtain, non-abrasive 
stainless steel cleaners or metal polishes.

Genuine
Oliveri
Beware of imitations as no one can
match the quality and design of Oliveri
sinks and accessories.

The Oliveri signature embossed into the
stainless steel surface, as well as the 
distinctive Australian style packaging,
ensures that your sink is a genuine Oliveri.

Adelaide
(08) 8348 6444

Brisbane
(07) 3209 6679

Canberra
(02) 6280 5736

Darwin
(08) 8947 2101

Hobart
(03) 6275 2600

Melbourne
(03) 9587 1933

Perth
(08) 9446 5711

Sydney
(02) 9602 2322

Townsville
(07) 4728 8805

Wagga Wagga
(02) 6922 8600

Head Offi ce / 
Export Enquiries
Tasman Sinkware Pty Ltd
ABN 12 007 551 886
PO Box 2141 Regency Park
SA 5942 Australia
Phone 61 8 8348 6444
Fax 61 8 8348 6495
Website www.oliverisinks.com
Email sinkware@tasbuildpro.com.au

Australia
For more information call
1300 13 SINK (1300 13 7465) to
be connected directly to your 
nearest brand or sales agent 
(not available from mobiles). 

New Zealand*
Dux Industries Ltd
0800 FORDUX (0800 367 389)

dux@dux.co.nz
Singapore*
Sim Siang Choon Ltd
6266 6632
sims@simsiangchoon.com
Hong Kong*
Deacon & Co Ltd 
2369 6111
imports@deacon.com.hk
United Kingdom*
A.C.Toon Ltd
01246 223900
sales@actoon.co.uk
Canada*
Aquabrass
(514) 381 4141

*Ranges, specifi cations and accessory 
options may vary outside Australia

North America*
Tasman Sinkware North America
1230 Railroad Street, 
Corona, CA 92882
1800 449 4401
northamerica@oliverisinks.com

Full Range
Refer to Solid Surface & 
Contemporary Catalogues.ogues.
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